Quality Without Compromise
At CrossTech, we care and that’s why we’re
pleased to be able to meet your print needs
while helping to preserve our environment.
Our Heidelberg Speedmaster Offset Press
and HP Indigo 7600 Digital Offset Press
both provide high-quality printed materials
while minimizing waste and the use of hazardous chemicals in the process.

Heidelberg Speedmaster 74 Offset Press

The Speedmaster 74 achieves high-end
printed results in a revolutionary package.
By minimizing waste in the startup process,
the Speedmaster 74 ensures efficiency with
every project. Its quick make-ready allows
for projects from small to large and every
point in between. The Speedmaster 74’s
29 x 20 format also provides for larger
pieces. These unique features mean that
the paper, plates and ink used to produce
your project go into the finished product...
not the landfill.

HP Indigo 7600 Digital Offset Press

The Indigo is state-of-the-art in digital
printing. On-demand, for runs from one
copy on up, the 7600 is an ideal choice for
today’s quickly changing needs in a 13 x
19  format. The complete digital workflow
eliminates waste and virtually insures that no
product goes to waste. Combined with the
ability to print on a variety of substrates,
the 7600 provides the flexibility needed in
today’s market.

Different Technologies, Same Results

While the Speedmaster 74 and HP Indigo
presses are unique in their own right, they
achieve the same dramatic savings in economic and material waste. That is why each
of our presses share these valued traits:
• No chemicals used in the imaging process
• Extremely short make-ready time and
materials waste
• On-demand for “just-in-time” production,
eliminating obsolesence of printed materials
• Cartridge loaded inking for minimal waste
• Press calibration for consistent results
(less color adjustment waste)
• Recycling program for spent consumables
and byproducts

Because...

The Earth is our home for just a little while
and the task remains to each of us...leave
her better than when we arrived. We all
have jobs to do that require high-end
results and CrossTech is pleased to make
this promise that we can all live with...
Quality without compromise.
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